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Editor’s Note
Provenance remains a forum for exploration and discovery of the archival profession. The
articles in this issue run the gamut of archival interest. From the finer points of audio-visual and
image digitization for the veteran, to the reviews of the latest professional treatises for the
beginner and researcher. As Provenance strives to maintain a balance and breadth of offerings, it
will continue to encourage submissions from all types of archives professional, and all corners of
the map. We hope the article presented here, and in the issues to come, continue to edify and
support the work of archivists and researchers everywhere.
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Scaling Up Video Digitization at the University of Maryland
Libraries: A Case StudyLibraries: A Case Study
Elizabeth M. Caringola
University of Maryland, College Park
Pamela A. McClanahan
University of Maryland, College Park
Robin C. Pike
University of Maryland, College Park

Introduction
In 2015, a cross-departmental team at the University of Maryland Libraries collaborated on a
pilot project to digitize a selection of video from the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange collection and,
in doing so, established organizational workflows for video digitization and access. The initial
project digitized 100 VHS tapes containing rehearsal footage and performances and prompted
staff to work through issues that are common when digitizing audiovisual material, such as
establishing technical specification and deliverables, creating descriptive metadata before
watching the media, and coordinating with staff across multiple departments of the Libraries to
keep the project on schedule.

Since completing the pilot, the Libraries actively sought funding to digitize the remaining video
in the collection, and in 2018 received a National Endowment for the Humanities grant for the
project, entitled “Preserving and Presenting the Past, Present, and Future of Dance History:
Digitizing the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange Archives.” The goal of the NEH grant was to
digitize the remaining 1,125 videos; enhance description for these videos, as well as those
digitized during the pilot project; and digitize 211 paper programs corresponding with the
performance recordings. The original timeline for description and digitization was 18 months,
with 6 additional months planned for outreach and programming.

After completing the pilot phase of the project, staff who worked on the project wrote an article
that articulated a question echoed throughout that process: “Is this enough?”1 Enough descriptive
metadata? Enough technical metadata? Enough storage space? This article will reflect on the
pilot project, detail how the digitization specifications and workflows established during the pilot
Bria Parker, Robin C. Pike, and Vincent Novara, “‘Is This Enough?’ Digitizing Liz Lerman Dance Exchange
Archives Media,” Provenance 34, no. 1 (October 2016): 85-96,
https://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/provenance/vol34/iss1/11.
1
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project have changed over the intervening years, and how they were scaled-up to accommodate
the large size of this project.

The COVID-19 pandemic struck during the second year of the grant, so it is impossible to
describe the project without also describing how the pandemic and closure of UMD’s campus
affected workflows and the grant timeline. Despite those difficulties, the project team was able to
create workarounds that will positively impact our workflows for future digitization projects.

Background
Liz Lerman, a choreographer, performer, writer, educator, and speaker, founded the Liz Lerman
Dance Exchange in 1976 in Takoma Park, MD, regionally close to College Park, MD and the
University of Maryland. The company has produced over 100 innovative dance/theatre works
and has toured throughout the United States and abroad. In a 40-year career, Lerman was one of
the first to recognize the importance of advocacy through her work, which empowered senior
adults and those who live with movement-impairing conditions to dance. She advocated that
artists and the processes inherent in making art can benefit society. Lerman exerted important
influence in the worlds of performance, arts-based community engagement, and crossdisciplinary collaboration. Her work has received critical and scholarly attention and has served
as an important reference for other artists and choreographers. The Dance Exchange donated
their archive to the UMD Libraries for preservation and access to promote research in 2004.

For these and other reasons, the former Special Collections in Performing Arts (SCPA) Curator
selected the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange collection, specifically, the video series of
performances, rehearsals, interviews, and promotional materials, along with accompanying paper
programs, for digitization. In 2015, the former curator worked with the digitization and metadata
staff to digitize and create minimal description for 100 tapes to gain a better understanding of the
content, to understand the importance of the collection for a larger, funded project, and the
preservation issues, to understand how much time the Libraries had to digitize the collection for
preservation. The results of this pilot project demonstrated that we needed to watch most of the
materials to create better metadata to be useful and promote greater accessibility for patrons
outside the regional experts, and that 15% of the collection had already degraded to the point
where significant portions of tapes (audio and/or video) had been lost. Due to the research
importance of the collection, its need for preservation, and the partnerships between the UMD
Libraries, the University, and the Dance Exchange, the former curator and the Manager, Digital
Conversion and Media Reformatting (DCMR) decided that they should apply for a National
Endowment for the Humanities grant to digitize the entire video series, due to a lack of internal
funding. They applied for funding in 2016, 2017, and 2018, with the final grant application being
successful.
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Throughout this article, multiple personnel will be named in their roles on the project. A project
of this scope was made possible through a team effort of multiple experts, most of whom already
worked at UMD Libraries, with a smaller portion being paid for by the grant. The original grant
Principal Investigators(PI) were the former SCPA Curator and Manager, DCMR. After the
SCPA curator left the institution for another job a few months into the project, his roles were
reassigned to the Head, Michelle Smith Performing Arts Library (PI), the Interim SCPA Curator
(collection management/metadata creation), and Performing Arts Librarian (outreach, online
exhibit). The digitization project manager role was first started by the Manager, DCMR, and
later the Digital Projects Librarian, after she started her position. The Head, Discovery and
Metadata Services was responsible for training and managing the work of the Metadata Content
Specialist, who was hired specifically for the grant project on grant funding. She left the
institution about a year into the project and her roles were divided between the Archival
Metadata Librarian, who took on the role of metadata cleanup and transformation for repository
ingest, and the Interim SCPA Curator, who took on the day to day management of the Metadata
Content Specialist. An IT Systems Analyst supported the servers and networked storage
necessary due to working offsite during the pandemic closures. A Systems Librarian supported
the archiving and ingest processes for all the assets. Student assistants paid by the grant funding
performed the preparation work of the materials to be shipped to the vendor and performed
sampled quality review of the materials, also confirming metadata when possible. This project
was successful because we had multiple experts in their niche area of libraries and we were able
to hire additional personnel to fill gaps in our staffing through the grant funding.

The above list does not contain digitization personnel because we performed this work through a
vendor, who was selected for their ability to perform preservation-quality work at this scale
within the project timeline. We chose the same vendor for the full video digitization project as
we did with the pilot project because we wanted them to have experience working with the
collection. In seeking the vendor statement of work, we asked them to build in flexibility to
accommodate unknown tape durations, an unknown number of mixed videotape formats of
unknown condition, and a buffer to accommodate conservation. We were also seeking minimal
intervention (such as digital enhancement) to 1) reflect the tapes accurately, and 2) to keep costs
down as this work is charged at an hourly rate. The statement of work read: “Create digital
surrogates as they currently exist. The project does not include enhancement or restoration, such
as speed and level correction or re-equalization…Item level quality control. Know some items
were in poor condition from pilot including sticky shed syndrome and deterioration. Price
includes baking if needed for any items and an “Extraordinary Intervention Allowance” of 5%
for other conservation treatments. If the number of items exceeds 5% of the collection, additional
conservation work will be charged at an additional hourly rate with approval of UMD before
starting work.” The cost of digitization was the largest cost in the project.
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File specifications, size, and preservation
During the pilot project, project staff worked together with the digitization vendor to decide upon
technical specifications and file deliverables for moving images. The selected format for
preservation masters was uncompressed QuickTime files (.mov) with compressed MPEG-4 files
for access copies. Standards were also determined for the container, extension, bit depth, chroma
subsampling, framerate, timecode, audio channels, and audio quality. These file standards were
used for subsequent video and film digitization projects for the next five years. The largest such
project in the interim years was the Maryland Public Television digitization project that occurred
in three phases from 2017 to 2019, totaling 677 videos. The Liz Lerman NEH grant proposed to
digitize nearly double the number of cassettes. Therefore, it was imperative to consider how file
size would impact video digitization workflows and long-term storage and preservation costs.

In 2019, staff in the Digital Services and Technologies (DST) division began exploring more
economical ways to capture and preserve digital collections content, including digitized video
files. Relating to video files, we explored whether what standards offered “enough” quality for
preservation of the content. To inform the decision, DST personnel met in groups with collection
managers across the Libraries and polled them:
● “How do users typically interact with digitized video content?”
● “What are typical usage cases when patrons request copies of files?”
● “Does the content of our collections merit high-definition and high quality, and would the
Libraries or users lose fidelity and content if we selected a lower bit rate, standard
definition, etc.?”
One of the specifications explored was higher-resolution uncompressed standards, moving from
10-bit uncompressed standard definition (SD) (4:3, 640x430) to 10-bit uncompressed highdefinition (HD) (16:9, 1280x720), as some personnel wanted a higher resolution file for their
content. Upon assessing our content, it was found that the majority of our content is SD and
creating HD files from SD original content unnecessarily adds information to the file, creating an
artificially large file (also known as file “bloat”). Additionally, managing files of 500+GB
resulted in file management issues for the Systems Librarian and other IT staff (file transfer,
checksum generation, etc.).

Curators also reviewed and compared sample files from recently digitized collections at 10-bit
and 8-bit, at SD and HD, to assess how discernable the difference in quality was across these
formats. Staff extrapolated how applying these standards would impact the total size of digital
collections and the costs associated with digital preservation for video files. After the curators
assessed what was possible, we agreed to specify in our vendor digitization technical
specifications that SD should be digitized at SD and HD digitized at HD. SD would be
acceptable for almost all digitized content because it retained the original aspect ratio of the
recording and most viewers would be watching lower resolution streaming files where they
8

would not benefit from the high-resolution preservation file. On the rare occasion that HD files
were required for a specific project or patron request, the technical specification provided to the
digitization vendor would include HD files in addition to the standard set of deliverables, or if
previously-digitized, UMD would create the black bars using post-production software, but
UMD would not retain and preserve the HD file.

The more difficult decision was to downgrade bit depth from 10 bit to 8 bit. The consensus was
that most digitized files look “true enough” to the original recording at 8 bit, though 10 bit could
be used for collections that merited the higher quality and bit depth. Making the switch from 8
bit to 10 bit for the majority of digitized video and film collections will save 20% on storage
space and result in 90- to 120-minute recordings fitting under the 200 GB constraint of BagIt
bags.

At the time, we also explored other preservation file formats. We did another pilot of 3 tapes
with our vendor to explore newer technical specifications such as FFV1. We use Adobe products
through a university-wide license. We decided against using FFV1 in the .avi container since the
embedded metadata didn't fully import into Adobe, though the .avi is cross-platform with Mac.
We also explored using FFV1 in the Matroska (.mkv) container but Adobe does not support
Matroska. Other than bit depth, the preservation and access file technical specifications remained
unchanged from 2015 to 2019. See Table 1 for the Libraries’ standard film and video technical
specifications and for the standards used for this project.

The former curator selected the higher 10-bit specification for the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange
materials because it provided greater contrast and color range for the performances on well-lit
stages being recorded from the darkness of performance halls. The result of digitizing the Dance
Exchange materials at 10-bit uncompressed standard definition was 91 TB of content on 15 8-TB
hard drives. In a contrast of scale, the aforementioned Maryland Public Television 2019
digitization phase produced 25 TB of content on nine 4-TB hard drives and one 2-TB hard drive–
a considerable leap in the scale and volume of files and the number of hard drives to work with
and an adjustment for our IT support and Systems Librarian.
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Table 1: 2019-2020 Digitization Technical Specifications

File

Container

Extension

Resolution

Bit
Chroma
Depth Subsampling

Native

8 bit

Frame Timecode
Rate

Audio
Channels

Audio

Native

Native,
midnight
start

Original

PCM,
48kHz,

Native

Native,
midnight
start

Original

AAC,
48kHz,
256kbps

Native

Native,
midnight
start

Original

PCM,
48kHz,

Native,
midnight
start

Original

For most videotape projects and requests:
Preservation
Master

Streaming

Uncompressed
Quicktime File
Format

.mov

MPEG-4,
H.264

.mp4

Native

8 bit

4:2:2

4:2:2

16bit

For Liz Lerman Dance Exchange Grant (and other selected projects or requests):
Preservation
Master

Streaming

Uncompressed
Quicktime File
Format

.mov

MPEG-4,
H.264

.mp4

Native

Native

10 bit

8 bit

4:2:2

4:2:2

Native

16bit
AAC,
48kHz,
256kbps

Note: If the video format is native HD, transferred at HD instead of SD.
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Physical deterioration–did we act soon enough?
As reported upon the completion of the pilot project, 100 tapes were sent to be digitized and only
2 were not digitized due to content duplication not deterioration. This was not the case in the full
project. Of the 1,125 tapes sent, 1,103 were digitized; 17 tapes were not digitized because they
were blank or contained only static, and 5 tapes were not digitized due to irreparable physical
damage and/or degradation issues. In the five years that passed since the original pilot project,
either these originals deteriorated past the point of saving the content or we did not digitize
content from sections of the collection that were negatively impacted due to degradation during
the pilot.

In the pilot project, both the vendor technician and in-house staff performing quality control
(QC) noted inherent issues (e.g., beginning cut off, end cut off, audio buzz, audio hiss, audio
hum, audio low levels, and video picture breaks) and issues due to degradation impacting 15% of
the tapes of the 98 tapes digitized (e.g., audio distortion and periodic dropouts). Of the impacted
tapes, only portions of the tapes were impacted and not listenable or viewable as they were
originally recorded--degradation did not impact the entirety of the tape. For the full project, we
saw much higher numbers of inherent issues due to degradation, but except for the five tapes that
could not be digitized, again, only portions of the tapes were impacted. The technician noted
symptoms of physical deterioration as well as signal degradation, and unlike the pilot project the
vendor also noted issues with the video signal in addition to the audio signal. As marked by the
vendor digitization technician, they noted the following issues with the tapes: audio dropout over
content (78.5%), audio distortion (24.8%), video breakup over content (68.8%). Of the tapes that
were digitized 10.4% needed to be cleaned and 1.4% required baking for sticky-shed syndrome
to facilitate digitization.

The increase in degradation rate is backed up by the research performed by Indiana University
and Harvard in the original Sound Directions project2 and continued through Indiana
University’s Media Digitization and Preservation Initiative3, and have been documented through
the research supporting the creation of the AVP Cost of Inaction Calculator4--institutions are
racing against a clock to preserve magnetic media and every year we have the potential to lose
content even when stored in archival conditions that meet best practice. The project team agrees
that we acted soon enough to save the majority of the content, particularly because it was the
2

Mike Casey and Bruce Gordon, Sound Directions: Best Practices for Audio Preservation (Bloomington: Indiana
University; Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, 2007),
https://dlib.indiana.edu/projects/sounddirections/papersPresent/sd_bp_07.pdf.
“Resources and Documentation,” Media Digitization and Preservation Initiative, Indiana University, accessed
December 14, 2021, https://mdpi.iu.edu/resources%20and%20documentation/index.php.
3

4

Cost of Inaction Calculator, AVPreserve, accessed December 14, 2021, https://coi.weareavp.com/.
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soonest the substantial funding needed for the project was available, however, there were
significant losses to the content.

Production during a pandemic
Scaling-up from the pilot
Undertaking the largest video digitization project for the Libraries meant tackling some
challenges in adjusting the digitization production workflow to accommodate such a large
number of items and the resulting digital files. After consulting with the digitization vendor, the
1,125 videotapes (decreased from the initial estimate) were split into three batches for
digitization to make handling the physical and digital assets more manageable. Multiple batches
would also allow staff on the project team to complete quality control review more quickly and
move on to metadata enhancement, rather than having to wait for the entirety of the project to be
digitized. The Libraries provided the vendor with 15 8-TB external hard drives, each labeled
with an identifying number, to deliver the files and metadata. The Manager, DCMR worked with
the IT Systems Analyst and the vendor to determine that 8 TB external hard drives would be the
most efficient method for data transfer from the vendor to the Libraries because of costeffectiveness and the decreased file transfer speed to campus, particularly for the preservation
files.

Each of the three videotape batches had a corresponding metadata spreadsheet. These
spreadsheets were created using the same data source as the pilot project, an item-level inventory
of the collection’s audiovisual materials that had been created by an intern from the Dance
Heritage Coalition in 2005. The inventory, which relied on handwritten or typed labels on the
media, included a title, a date, and usually a brief description of the content. During the course of
the pilot phase, it became clear that the descriptive information on the media was not always
accurate. However, in order to save time and to not risk damaging any of the physical media, the
project team relied on the inventory prior to digitization, knowing that any incorrect metadata
could be fixed during the metadata enhancement phase after digitization by viewing the digital
files.

The vendor agreed to send the digital files back in three separate batches aligned with the
metadata spreadsheets. As the external hard drives began to return from the vendor in early
March 2020, a student assistant from the UMD iSchool was hired to assist the project. They
checked 100% of the files to ensure all files were delivered and in the requested format.
Additional quality control (QC) was performed on a random selection of 25% of the files.

The student assistant originally performed QC directly from the external drive with the use of a
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write-protector to ensure the files were not accidentally altered. The student assistant first went
through each file and marked that it had been received in the metadata spreadsheet by listing the
external hard drives’ ID number. This also served to identify which external drive to select
should we need to view a specific file again in this process helping us manage and access the
large amount of data. Then, the student assistant ran QCTools on the video files to detect any
image anomalies, and performed visual inspection on portions at the beginning, end, and midpoint of the randomly selected files. QCTools is open source software that helps users detect
corruptions or compromises in the results of analog video digitization or in born-digital video.5
Additionally, the vendor provided condition reports that were consulted during the quality
control process.

Adjusting workflows due to the Covid-19 pandemic
When the University and digitization vendor closed down during mid-March 2020 due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, the project was in the midst of receiving files from the vendor for review.
Only the first two batches of digital files were completed and delivered earlier in the month.
Additionally, the student assistant began work on March 10th and only had two days of training
in the office before transitioning to full-time remote work. All of this led to changes in the QC
workflow.

Knowing that campus closure was imminent, the Manager, DCMR and Digital Projects Librarian
worked quickly to upload all of the streaming files and condition reports received thus far to a
server that could be accessed remotely. Preservation files were not loaded as they would take up
too much space on the server, but the QC phase advanced with the assumption that if the
streaming file, which is derived from the preservation file, was fine, the preservation file should
be fine, too. They requested a loaner laptop, loaded with all of the software needed to QC video
files, for the new student assistant and continued training through virtual meetings and email.
The metadata spreadsheets were already loaded to a Google Drive and could be easily accessed
and updated from anywhere. This meant that QC for the first two batches and part of the third
was able to continue remotely as soon as the campus closed. In addition to frequent
communication via a chat tool between staff and the student performing QC, the student was able
to utilize the AV Artifact Atlas6, a tool maintained by the Bay Area Video Coalition, to identify
many issues with the videos.

The digitization vendor reopened in June 2020 and was able to digitize and deliver the rest of the
third batch. Since University employees were still working remotely and not able to receive mail
“Getting Started with QCTools,” QCTools, MediaArea, accessed December 14, 2021,
https://mediaarea.net/QCTools/Getting_Started.
5

6

AV Artifact Atlas, accessed December 16, 2021, http://www.avartifactatlas.com/.
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onsite, Libraries IT staff created a server space where the vendor could use File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) to remotely deliver the streaming files and condition reports. This allowed for
QC work to continue, and the student assistant completed quality control for the remaining batch
of videos in July working from the files on the FTP server. The project’s Metadata Content
Specialist was also able to utilize the server containing streaming files in order to watch the
digitized videos and continue metadata enhancement during the pandemic. The 8 TB external
hard drives that the LIbraries had provided to the vendor earlier in the project were still utilized
to transfer the entire set of file deliverables needed for digital preservation. They were mailed to
the home of the Manager, DCMR for safekeeping until she was able to return to campus and
deliver them to the Systems Librarian for Avalon ingest and upload to the Academic
Preservation Trust.

Metadata standards and enhancements
Embedded metadata
The final specification for preservation files that the Libraries examined during this time was a
new requirement for embedded metadata. During the pilot project, project staff decided to
receive XML sidecar files including basic descriptive and technical metadata from the vendor.
We archived these sidecar files with the preservation video files for additional context. We also
extracted some of the XML metadata fields, such as the exact file duration, to include in the
metadata record in our digital repository.

For the scaled-up project, we wanted to include additional embedded metadata fields to more
effectively track the content in an offline system to assist with file restore. This was desirable
because,Since completing the pilot project, the Libraries digital storage had migrated from a tape
archive to a cloud-based archive for preservation files, and because staff were also experiencing
an increase in requests for preservation files by external researchers. We also desired the ability
to edit embedded metadata because, as we experienced in the pilot, many tapes had incomplete
or inaccurate titles and dates. We experimented with editing the metadata embedded in XMP in
the .mov and in the INFOCHUNK of the .avi file. Adobe After Effects worked well to read and
edit the XMP metadata best, so we concluded that our decision of the .mov wrapper was still the
best for our institution five years after our original technical specifications selection.

The embedded metadata fields we chose to include were limited to prevent the need for
excessive editing in the embedded metadata as well as the repository should we discover the
content is different to what the tape label purported to be, and included in the Dublin Core fields:
Date, Description, Identifier, Copyright Notice, and Title. We have not yet perfected the postmetadata enhancement workflow to edit the embedded metadata and are doing so on an ad hoc
14

basis. We may further examine the fields we include to prevent metadata editing after archiving.
The embedded metadata maps to fields in the vendor manifest spreadsheet:

Video and Film Metadata:
● PBCore XML file for all metadata created during digitization
● XMP Embedded Metadata:
○ Dublin Core Date: Original Recording Date
○ Dublin Core Description: Description/Interview Summary
○ Dublin Core Identifier: Object Unique Identifier
○ Dublin Core Title: Title
○ Dublin Core Copyright Notice: "To obtain permission to publish or reproduce,
please contact the University of Maryland Libraries."

Figure 1: Screenshot of metadata display in Adobe After Effects, showing how the date, description,
copyright notice, and title fields have been imported into the XMP embedded metadata in the preservation
file.

Road to “enough” descriptive metadata
As previously described, metadata from the pilot digitization project originated from an itemlevel inventory of the collection’s audiovisual materials, but this information was not always
accurate. This, combined with the fact that more robust metadata was needed to aid in discovery
of the materials, made it crucial to view the recordings after digitization and enhance the original
metadata from the inventory. Pilot project staff suggested employing subject matter experts, such
15

as MFA students, or using dance-specific taxonomies to make the materials more discoverable to
dance scholars without requiring assistance from SCPA staff.

The 2018 NEH grant included a subject expert, the Metadata Content Specialist, a staff member
from Liz Lerman, LLC, who would watch the digitized recordings and enhance descriptive
metadata for both the pilot project and the current grant-funded project. Because the Metadata
Content Specialist was a subject expert, but not a metadata expert, the Head of Discovery and
Metadata Services set project standards for metadata enhancement, as well as planned to train
and oversee his work and do any data clean-up prior to archiving the files and ingesting them
into our digital repository. This partnership between an expert on Liz Lerman’s work and the
metadata expertise provided by the Libraries was meant to ensure that our metadata would “be
enough” to provide access to the digital files, while also complying with our internal metadata
guidelines and staying on the grant’s schedule. However, unanticipated difficulties made this
course a little less straightforward.

Challenges to enhancement
The first challenge, unknown to the project team at the time of writing the grant application, was
that UMD Libraries would select a new system for making digitized audiovisual content
searchable and streamable. After a pilot during the 2018-2019 academic year, the Libraries made
the decision to migrate streaming media from ShareStream to Avalon Media System. Although
not part of the original project plan, Avalon provided features that were suited to this particular
project, such as the ability to easily edit descriptive metadata in a staff interface after being
ingested; the ability to add links to related files, in this case the printed programs; and the
potential for captioning to be added at a later date, which would make the collection more
accessible to anyone who is deaf or hard of hearing.

Due to the grant timeline, the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange project would be the first to load files
and metadata into Avalon, and existing metadata guidelines and templates had to be adjusted in
order to utilize Avalon’s ability to batch ingest files and metadata. During the first year of the
two-year grant period, the Head of Discovery and Metadata Services developed metadata
guidelines for Avalon, including a template for batch import into Avalon Media System, and
created project-specific instructions for enhancing the Lerman metadata records. The project
guidelines covered how to construct a title, the correct format for dates, the difference between a
creator and a contributor, sample lists of acceptable genre and subject terms, and more. It also
provided some guidance on what level of detail was appropriate for the project, especially given
the grant’s tight two-year timeline. These guidelines were tested by the Metadata Content
Specialist as he worked to enhance the metadata created by the pilot project. He worked directly
with the Head of Discovery and Metadata Services throughout this process to get clarification on
any questions or issues that arose and to try to answer the question of: “Enough?”
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For the pilot project metadata, the answer was: “Too much!” The Metadata Content Specialist
meticulously added information to each of the 98 videos’ metadata records, including the titles of
the works, location, performers, contextual information about the works, timestamps for when
each piece began, and credits for direction, musical composition, choreography, lighting design,
costumes, set, and more. While this information is undoubtedly useful and demonstrates the
power of combining subject expertise with a close watching of the videos, it was clearly
impossible to scale-up the same level of description to the 1,103 digitized videos of the full
project. The Metadata Content Specialist was advised to focus on summarizing the content of a
recording when enhancing descriptive metadata for the full project.

Metadata enhancement for the full project was scheduled to begin in May 2020 and was slightly
delayed due to earlier delays in digitization and QC caused by the pandemic. Luckily, the
workflows put in place by staff in Digital Conversion and Media Reformatting to remotely QC
files also allowed metadata enhancements to occur remotely. The Metadata Content Specialist
began enhancing metadata in June, one month behind schedule, using the streaming files on the
FTP server and the metadata spreadsheets in Google Drive.

When the project team met at the end of October 2020 to regroup following the departure of two
key project team members, the SCPA Curator and the Head of Discovery and Metadata Services,
metadata enhancement should have been nearly finished, but it was estimated to be about 50%
completed. The timeline for metadata enhancement was extended through the end of January
2021, with an emphasis on cleaning-up titles and dates; the project team decided that any other
metadata fields could be edited and enhanced after the files and metadata records were ingested
into Avalon. Even with the extension and focus on only two key parts of the metadata, 364 of the
1,103 metadata records were not enhanced at all prior to ingest in order to stay on schedule.
Having already extended the timeline for metadata enhancement, this left one month in the grant
timeline for metadata clean-up and mapping to the Avalon template in order to deliver the files
and metadata to the Systems Librarian on time for archiving and ingest.

Clean enough?
Following the departure of the Head of Discovery and Metadata Services in September 2020, the
Archival Metadata Librarian in Special Collections and University Archives joined the project
team. She was responsible for ensuring that the enhanced metadata provided by Metadata
Content Specialist adhered to the established Avalon metadata guidelines and mapping it to the
metadata template for batch import into Avalon.
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Metadata clean-up consisted of addressing issues that are not unique to this project: fields not
entered in the correct format; inadequate titles that would not facilitate discovery or titles not
formed consistently for the same events/performances; internal notes about the physical items
that are not helpful/necessary to accompany the digitized files; and removing metadata records
for tapes that were not digitized. With such a short timeframe, she focused on correctly
formatting fields for Avalon ingest and making very basic enhancements to titles that may not
have been reviewed by the Metadata Content Specialist so that they became at least somewhat
more helpful in aiding discovery. Any notations that were not relevant to specific metadata fields
were retained in the metadata spreadsheet, but were not mapped to any metadata fields in
Avalon.

Two issues emerged that were beyond the scope of metadata clean-up: 1) the presence of
duplicate content; and 2) content not recorded or commissioned by Liz Lerman or the Dance
Exchange. From the pilot project, the project team knew that it was likely that duplicate content
existed in the collection, but inadequate labels made it difficult to identify them prior to
digitization, and without digitizing the content, it would be hard to determine the best copy.
Also, duplicates weren’t always duplicates in the archival sense (an exact copy made from a
master tape). Sometimes there were multiple cameras recording a single event, or excerpts that
were taken from one or more tapes to make a compilation/promotional video or to be used by
other performers. It was not always noted which copy was “best” and given the large percentage
of tapes not reviewed, it would have been impossible to identify all duplicates and pick a best
copy prior to ingest, so all digitized files were ingested.

Additionally, some recordings in the collection were not recorded or commissioned by Liz
Lerman or the Dance Exchange but were recordings of documentaries and television programs
that were used as source material for Lerman’s work. Others seemed to be promotional works
that may have been given to Lerman as a sample of the videographers’ work, as well as some
other tapes deemed not relevant or having unknown relevance to the Dance Exchange. Neither
the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange nor UMD Libraries have the rights to make these 83 digitized
videos available. A rights statement of “Copyright Not Evaluated” was applied to these videos. If
the Libraries is contacted by the copyright holder, the permissions will be updated to allow oncampus access only.

Metadata cleanup concluded and mapping to the Avalon template concluded on time and was
delivered to the Systems Librarian in March 2021. After working out a few discrepancies
between the files and the metadata, the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange files were loaded to Avalon
later in the spring and was the first collection available to the public when the public website
officially launched in June 2021.
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Applying lessons learned during the pandemic to future
projects
In August 2021, all vaccinated employees began to regularly work on the UMD campus again.
Although in some ways digitization workflows could continue as “normal,” some adjustments to
digitization workflows made during the pandemic will be incorporated into procedures moving
forward.

While DCMR staff previously worked from external hard drives for file checks and quality
control, it is advantageous to continue working from FTP servers on future projects. The minimal
fee associated with this extra request is justified. Building in this request from the start of a
project will make files more accessible to staff and will allow for flexibility if staff are working
remotely more often in the future. It also decreases the number of times that the external hard
drives containing the master files for preservation and streaming files for Avalon need to be
accessed; they are accessed once to confirm receipt of files and a second time to begin the digital
preservation process. While precautions such as a write-protector were used in the past, having
staff perform QC and metadata enhancement from an FTP server further reduces the risk of
losing or altering the files that will be ingested into the Libraries systems.

The urgency to complete this project, despite setbacks, also had some positive effects for the
Libraries. While the Lerman digitization project was at the top of the priority list for ingest to
Avalon due to grant timeline, other digitization projects such as digitized basketball films from
the UMD Archives and digitized audio from Westinghouse’s Group W were also ingested
shortly thereafter. The work that the Head of Discovery and Metadata Services did in preparing
metadata guidelines for Avalon guided the work of batch ingesting these additional collections
and eventually will guide the migration of our audiovisual content in ShareStream to Avalon.
The newly developed workflow for accessing streaming files and performing QC and metadata
enhancement remotely, though developed in response to the COVID-19 campus closure, can be
used in the future to help staff work on these types of projects without working on campus.

In terms of metadata production and enhancement, working with subject matter experts always
presents certain challenges. They may or may not (most likely not) be familiar with best
practices for metadata creation, and they are prone to getting bogged down in a level of detail
that might not be helpful to the majority of researchers, which can subsequently cause delays in
the project timeline. Regular communication in the form of meetings and emails or chatting to
quickly resolve questions and issues as they arise, as well as performing periodic checks on their
work to ensure quality and pacing, is essential to preventing these problems. However, given the
turnover in project staff and the compilations caused by the pandemic in everyone’s personal and
professional lives, the ideal levels of communication were simply not achievable for this project,
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and the end result was one-third of the metadata records were not enhanced prior to Avalon
ingest.

This isn’t so much a “lesson learned” as it is a “lesson we already knew” in terms of the
importance of communication when working with external partners and non-metadata
professionals. Despite the thoughtfulness that went into planning a metadata approach that
balanced description and discovery with consideration for project milestones and deadlines,
circumstances outside our control prevented us from implementing metadata enhancement as
planned. Although the migration to Avalon was also unplanned at the time of writing the grant
application, one of the many advantages it brings to this project is the ability for collection staff
to edit metadata in an easy-to-use staff interface without any mediation from IT. So although a
significant amount of metadata wasn’t able to be reviewed and enhanced as part of the grant
project, it can happen at a later time as resources in SCPA allow.

Conclusion
While the project didn’t run as smoothly as desired and we needed to seek a no-cost extension
for the grant due to pandemic-caused delays and staff departures, overall, the project team was
satisfied with the result of the project. We were able to alter many of our existing workflows to
be successful at a much larger scale for video digitization and have been patient with the added
time needed to ingest the volume of preservation files to our preservation repository. We were
also successful in shaping metadata practice for Avalon and had success with the large batchload and the materials are available online7. We agree that we acted in time to digitize the tapes
because we were able to capture most of the content. Most importantly, this project has helped us
set internal best practices for “enough” metadata so we can balance searchability with the ingest
timeline.

“Liz Lerman Dance Exchange,” University of Maryland Libraries Digital Collections, accessed December 16,
2021, https://av.lib.umd.edu/collections/1g05fb60f.
7
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FADGI on a Budget: Improving Digital Images for Library Staff
and Faculty
Matthew J. Martin
San Francisco State University

Introduction
For library digitization units performing copy stand photography, the Federal Agencies Digital
Guidelines Initiative (FADGI) provides an incredibly useful set of standards for creating highfidelity digital images of cultural heritage items. As more and more libraries share books and
other objects from their collections online that are important, rare, or unique, the demand
increases to create digital versions of these objects of a higher quality. Images captured at this
high level can serve as digital surrogates in terms of faithfully capturing the marginalia of a text,
the colors and condition of a painting, or other interesting and expanding facets of an object, as
well as helping to limit access and damage to physical items or providing backup copies in case
of future damage. High-resolution digitization also helps prevent these digital files from
becoming obsolete in the foreseeable future. FADGI enables photography of mathematically
(and visibly) higher quality images. However, understanding the guidelines—much less
achieving 3- or 4-star images in FADGI’s strict star-tier system—can be difficult for library
staff. Many are inexperienced in photography and have only limited resources available to them.8
Several large-format scanners and copy stands exist now that can achieve FADGI-level
digitization “out-of-the-box,” but these are often sold for several tens of thousands of dollars and
may be out of reach for many libraries that wish to digitize their own unique and rare books or
other cultural heritage items.
This article provides an account of potential strategies for experimenting with FADGI in the
absence of such equipment, using the experience of the Digital Scholarship Center (DSC) team
at San Francisco State University as a case study. While the DSC team has been fortunate in
acquiring a few pieces of specialized equipment, we still had to grapple with translating
FADGI’s highly technical guidelines to our relatively modest circumstances. Our ultimate goal
was to achieve a 4-star image with the equipment we already had at our disposal while avoiding
image manipulation via photo editing software such as Photoshop. Even with our limitations, the
DSC was able to achieve 4-star images of rare books under certain conditions through an
iterative experimentation process. In doing so, we refined our studio environment and
significantly cut down on the need for timely post-processing labor. Moreover, through engaging
Shannon Willis describes a similar “gap in [librarians’] imaging and photography knowledge” in her presentation
describing best practices.
Willis, Shannon. “I Am Not a Photographer: One Librarian’s Journey Toward Understanding FADGI, Image
Quality, and Digitization Best Practices.” Presentation at the 2017 Texas Conference on Digital Libraries, May 25,
2017: http://hdl.handle.net/2249.1/82149
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with what Don Williams and Peter Burns call “objective and science-based [digital image]
literacy,” our team gained extensive insights into digitization that greatly improved the overall
quality of our work.9 Though there will always remain challenges preventing 4-star digitization
in many circumstances, even small-scale digitization units like ours can use FADGI to improve
their images with the equipment they already have and better understand their cameras, lighting,
and environment to ensure that future equipment purchases get them the results they desire.
What is FADGI?
For those unfamiliar with FADGI, it is often meant as shorthand for their star-tier system based
on a collection of recommendations, tools for capturing information, and software to analyze that
information: FADGI’s “Technical Guidelines for Digitizing Cultural Heritage Materials,” a
DICE (Digital Imaging Conformance Environment) color target, and OpenDICE analysis
software. FADGI provides a robust set of recommendations for many parts of the digitization
process, along with recommendations for treating born-digital objects. From the standpoint of a
digitization unit in a library, FADGI’s Technical Guidelines provide best practices for capturing
accurate color, tone response (how accurately light levels are converted to digital pixels), and
spatial resolution. Each star tier of FADGI’s ranking system represents a higher level of accuracy
for each of these elements, with 1-star representing a low conformance to the technical standards
described in the guidelines and 4-stars representing a high level of conformance to those
standards. To use image resolution as an example: if a 4-star image of a bound rare book requires
a resolution of 400 pixels-per-inch (PPI), the Digital Imaging Conformance Evaluation
performed in OpenDICE will perform a physical pixel count to determine if the image meets or
exceeds 400 PPI. If an image falls short of that pixel count—based on improper distance from
the camera’s sensor or other environmental factors— and measures 396 PPI, it will receive a
score of 3-stars. By performing these conformance tests, a digitization unit can better understand
the modifications necessary to make objective improvements to their imaging output.
Equipment
The DSC team already had a copy stand, digital camera, and two lights, which I describe in more
detail below. We also purchased several other items as we went, and to replicate our process, I
would recommend starting out with the following equipment.






Digital camera
2 lights
Copy stand (or a way to point a camera straight down at a flat surface)
Book cradles and weights for holding a book open
DICE-compliant color target (a calibration tool for matching the colors of a physical
object with known values with the colors of a photographed or scanned image).

Williams, Don & Burns, Peter. “Refining the Theory-to-Practice Path for FADGI Still Imaging.” Archiving 2020
Final Program and Proceedings, pp. 39-42. Society for Imaging Science and Technology.
https://doi.org/10.2352.issn.2168-3204.2020.1.0.39.
9
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Free OpenDICE image analysis software
Material to block and absorb light (i.e., paper or cloth), if your room has not been treated
for reflections

A DICE-compliant color target was needed for the free OpenDICE software to read and
accurately measure color and tone values. Shannon Willis and Marcia McIntosh list “purchasing
DICE targets and purchasing scanner/camera calibration and profiling software” as the first two
of “six essential actions” discussed in their report on FADGI compliance.10 The target used for
this study was the GoldenThread object-level target. These targets provide a L*a*b*11 value for
each color and tone so the OpenDICE software can gauge objectively how much a value in a
captured image deviates from the base value of the target. Any target that accurately lists these
numerical values should work, as these values need to be entered into a spreadsheet for
OpenDICE to read.12
Our Setup
Lighting
For our copy stand work, we use two Profoto Acute 2-D4 halogen lights with white beauty dish
reflectors facing 45-degrees down towards the book (see Figures 1 and 2). When digitizing
bound materials, this setup ensures that light travels up and down the spine of a book to eliminate
spine shadow (see Figure 3). The bottom of each bulb is approximately 35-inches away from the
sides of our copy stand and approximately 55 inches from the floor. We experimented with using
diffusion panels with our Profoto Zoom 2 adjustable spotlight reflectors, but, as we learned
conceptually as we experimented more with the FADGI process, diffusion lowers detail and
reduces color accuracy, which is bad for reproducing text. We tested many angles and decided
that 45-degrees provided the best result. The ideal height and distance of the lights will change
based on the size of the object being digitized. As always, I would recommend experimenting
until your target or object is lit most evenly, and then document your process so you can recreate
the setup that worked best for you.

Willis, Shannon & McIntosh, Marcia. “Cost and Feasibility of FADGI Compliance for the Digital Projects Unit:
Final Report.” September 30, 2017; Denton, Texas. https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc1020928/:
accessed April 18, 2022), University of North Texas Libraries, UNT Digital Library, https://digital.library.unt.edu.
11
The CIELAB color space that is intended to more accurately represent the perception of the human eye.
12
The manual gives instructions for using the ColorChecker SG target, as an example of an alternative to the
GoldenThread target.
10
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Figure 1: Profoto beauty dish reflector.

Figure 2: Copy stand setup with two modeling lights
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Figure 3: A book lit by one light at the top and one at the bottom. This lighting setup produces even illumination and
reduces shadow along the spine of the book.

Camera
We are fortunate to have a Hasselblad H4D 31-megapixels camera, which is underpowered when
compared to cameras such as the Phase One 150 megapixel model, but takes beautiful pictures,
nevertheless. Of course, the more megapixels you have, the sharper the image, which is
especially helpful for photographing text that is meant to be read on a computer monitor;
however, megapixels are not everything, and zooming far into an image will likely never be the
norm for users accessing digital collections. Additionally, a consumer DSLR passing FADGI 3or 4- stars will provide markedly better results than a 150mp camera with a poor setup.13
We use an 80mm lens, which is around the ballpark focal length for copy stand photography. I
recommend somewhere between 50-100mm (i.e., there is no need to buy an 80mm lens if you
already have a 50mm one). Wider-angle lenses distort images more, and macro lenses will
require the camera to be further from the object, providing lower resolution. With the 80mm, our
sweet spot is around f-stop 7.1. You should find the aperture stop that gives you the sharpest
image, which might be close to this stop. For shutter speed, generally the longer the shutter
speed, the sharper the image. We generally do not use a flash and instead prefer to use the mod

13

For best results, make sure your camera sits perpendicular to the copy stand.
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lights at ¾ power, with a .3-.4 second shutter. We also rest a small spirit level on top of the
viewfinder to make sure the camera sits perpendicular to the base of the copy stand.
Environment / The Room
In all of our research on copy stand photography, the practical information that proved most
difficult to find was that pertaining to the physical space surrounding the copy stand. Perhaps the
need for a well-treated room is self-evident among photographers and presupposed in most
instructional materials, but we once again discovered best practices through experimentation.
With our Hasselblad and a decent lighting setup, many of our pre-FADGI images seemed
acceptable, using our eyes as a guide toward achieving faithful representations of materials.
However, often when we thought we had achieved a high-fidelity image, once we viewed that
image through a different monitor or on a different day, problems would reveal themselves:
whites would turn to grays or become painfully bright—which we did not perceive at the time of
shooting. These problems would require additional post-processing, which further degraded
image quality and took us away from our goal of avoiding image manipulation. Our extensive
FADGI testing showed us how important the room was in creating high-quality images, and we
came up with an inexpensive solution to better control our environment.
The Testing Process

Figure 4. An image of a Golden Thread color target being read in OpenDICE.

When we first ran an OpenDICE test—which simply involves taking a picture of an OpenDICEcompliant color target (see Figure 4) and trying to get the numeric representation of each color in
the image to match the number written on the physical target—we failed every performance
parameter. While we understood little about the parameters at the time, we could see that the
whites in our images were often either too bright or too dark compared to the objective tone
values of the DICE target, and the blacks were consistently too bright, even after lowering the
brightness to adjust for blown-out whites. We did experiment with aperture and shutter speed, as
well as light placement, but after a while, it seemed obvious that something outside these
elements was causing these discrepancies.
Since the white ceiling in our lab was just high enough to clear the shaft of our copy stand (only
about 8 feet from the floor), I hypothesized that we were getting an excess of white reflecting
back and forth between the copy stand base and the ceiling. If that were the case, I surmised that
if we covered the ceiling with a dark, non-reflective material, our tones would be more accurate,
and that did help. After cloaking the ceiling in gray backdrop paper, our numbers in FADGI
improved, especially the blacks, which we had trouble getting dark enough in our initial tests. At
this point, we experimented with black and gray paper, to see which absorbed light better, raised
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the height of the paper to see if further reflections could be eliminated based on distance, and
angled the paper at about 45-degrees so that light would be less likely to bounce directly into the
lens. Surprisingly, the distance and angle of the paper had negligible effects, but black paper
performed slightly better than gray.
Still, our tests continued to fail every FADGI parameter. Color and tone response registered too
far from the color target’s objective values and, surprisingly, true resolution remained
consistently lower than expected based on the camera’s distance from the target. We
hypothesized that the other surfaces surrounding the copy stand (one of which was an orange
wall) might also be contributing additional reflective light of various colors onto the subject. In
the hope of addressing this, we created a paper canopy, held up by light stands, clamps, and
document clips surrounding the copy stand (see Figure 5). Surprisingly, the tone scale analysis
score increased to just shy of 3-stars, and the color registration and, most shockingly, resolution
increased to 4-stars.14 At this point in the process, one of my colleagues discovered that we could
manipulate the tone curve in post-processing to approach the desired tone scale analysis score, so
we concentrated on that instead of continuing to experiment with the physical environment
(reducing reflections from the vinyl floor would have been an obvious next step)15. After many
hours making several tiny changes to the tone curve, we barely hit our goal of 4-stars. It took
approximately two full-time staff testing for about 4 hours per day with occasional help from
another staff member and a student assistant one month to complete the testing process.

14

You will find that the FADGI parameters are interrelated.
More post-processing: lowering the Contrast in software to -15 gave us better results and it is okay to add a little
sharpening.
15
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Figure 5. Our paper canopy in an early stage of development.

Shortly after this success, we moved to a carpeted office and set out to achieve 4-stars without
post-processing and to plan a more permanent alternative to the paper tent we created. We
purchased an 8’ x 8’ portable photo booth, which had a glossier interior than anticipated. After a
little more research, instead of backdrop paper, we chose duvetyne fabric as the material for
covering the walls and all parts of the metal frame because of its high opacity and matte finish—
we also covered our white copy stand base in the same material. With those adjustments in place,
we again achieved 4-stars for color registration and resolution and got very close to hitting 4stars for tone response without post-processing manipulation. We reached this milestone just
before we had to shutter due to COVID-19, but I believe that a few pieces of metal were not
completely covered by the duvetyne, or perhaps a black or duvetyne rug could have helped
correct tone without having to manipulate the tone curve in software.
Conclusion
Given our relatively modest starting point, our DSC team was very proud of what we were able
to accomplish on a budget as well as the expertise we developed. It is my hope that readers from
other organizations without the means to purchase equipment capable of achieving FADGI-level
digitization with minimal intervention will find our process helpful. More specifically, I would
like to emphasize two takeaways for those working in digitization labs who are not professional
photographers: 1) that you can improve your images greatly by using a color target and objective
analysis software and 2) improving your environment will make an enormous impact on your
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images, even if you are using a point-and-click camera or are unable to run FADGI tests. Dialing
in your lighting setup and camera settings will further improve your images, which FADGI can
help you do through trial-and-error. I think FADGI is often viewed as an intimidating set of
standards, but I have come to see it as simply a challenging calibration tool. While achieving the
higher star tiers is dependent on a certain level of equipment which some of us cannot afford, it
is, after all, only a set of guidelines: we can aspire to get as close to these standards as our
equipment will allow, and make smart purchases based on what we learn from FADGI to
continue improving.
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Reviews:
Defining a Discipline: Archival Research and Practice in the Twenty-First Century. Edited by Jeanette
A. Bastian and Elizabeth Yakel (Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2020. 322 pp.)
Defining a Discipline is an essay collection that, according to editors Jeannette A Bastian and Elizabeth
Yakel, “focuses on the themes that [Richard J.] Cox fostered throughout his career, thereby both
recognizing and contributing to his vision.”(xi) The 18 essays, contributed by Cox’s colleagues and
formal doctoral students, are grouped under four themes: (One) Accountability and Evidence; (Two)
Ethics and Education; (Three) Archival History; and (Four) Memory. The essays are largely case studies
which either illustrate, contextualize, or apply Cox’s ideas. In each section, there is also a “commentary”
essay, which reviews the main points of the other essays in the section and provides structure to the
volume by noting explicitly how they all fit together. Both the pragmatic nature of the case studies as well
as the commentary essays contribute to making this volume an excellent choice for graduate level
archival studies courses: a feature which was likely a deliberate decision that, in and of itself, honors
Cox’s deep commitment to professionalizing the archives profession through higher education.
Most of the essays collected under theme one, “ignited by Richard Cox’s insistence that we interpret
accountability beyond a legal purview” (Caswell et al, 59) warn of how “social stratification about whose
knowledge counts” can lead to a silenced voices through various “promotion[s] of ‘facts’ over meaning,
(Wallace, 11),” and emphasize the need to analyze “contingencies that make the record trustworthy or
evidentiary” (Duff and Sporn, 29). However, Duranti, who opens her discussion with a nod to Jenkinson,
focuses on the problem of how the value of information is “no longer…determined by the
authoritativeness or reliability of the source or the aggregation in which the information resides, but rather
by the breadth of its circulation.”(Duranti, 65) She argues that, in this post-truth era of rampant
misinformation and disinformation, there is a great need to reinstate trust in the archive as an institution
by coming up with ways to better document the provenance of electronic records. Though she
acknowledges early on that official documentation can be falsified, doctored, or shaped to suit a particular
narrative (as Wallace’s case study of US war crimes in Vietnam illustrates), the current of her thought
seems to run counter to that of the other essayists: where they seek to problematize the authority of those
who traditionally create the documentary record, Duranti seeks to reinforce that authority. The contrast of
ideas in this theme appear to illuminate a Janus-faced conception of both evidence and accountability that
looms over postmodern archival practice. This is a contradiction that Macneil, in Theme Two, articulates
directly when she observes that archivists have an “ethical obligation… [to help patrons navigate] the
disjunction between the different understandings of records as reliable evidence of the past and as a
partial—that is, incomplete and biased—construction of the future.” (86)
Other essayists in Theme Two also grapple with this contradictory conception of evidence in many
respects. Mattern’s case study could be usefully discussed alongside Duranti’s work, since it arguably
details the transparency problems that can happen when there is too much trust in American institutions.
To be more specific, Mattern performs a kind of postmortem on NARA’s actions during the controversy
surrounding Hilary Clinton’s use of a private email server, revealing that NARA determines if a particular
agency needs a formal records inspection by examining self-reports and self-assessments from the
agencies under its purview. This essentially means that NARA monitors legal compliance by asking
agencies if they believe they are compliant: a revelation that highlights the importance of examining
government records with a critical eye. The other two essays in Theme Two build on the work
accomplished by this case study by providing concrete examples of how to critically engage with archival
holdings and meaningfully recognize how various the potential meanings constructed from any given
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individual encounter with records can really be. MacNeil suggests that the concept of records as evidence
is most useful when recognized as a metaphor, and understood alongside two other metaphors: archival
fonds as texts constructed by a variety of authors, and records as narratives that are “closely linked to the
formation of individual and social identity” (86). Gilliland and Carbone, in many ways, elaborate upon
MacNeil’s essay as they discuss the “fourth dimension of the records continuum: Pluralize” (126).They
are interested in the way that “the archive and its individual contents change physically and intellectually
as a result of handling, interpretation, and ‘making,’ and encounters with the archive,” and how they
themselves achieved this pluralization by designing UCLA graduate courses that engaged students with
archival holdings in unique ways: including literally utilizing them in the creation of art installments.
Theme Three continues in this vein with Mattock’s application of Mark Hatch’s Makerspaces to a case
study centered on the Paper Tiger Television archives. This essay is a weaker entry in comparison to
others in the collection. She criticizes the way in which the Paper Tiger Television archives were
processed. However, her critique appears to rest on an impractical conception of original order that is too
literal.
More notable inclusions in Theme Three are works by Sinn and Galloway. Galloway gives a detailed case
study of how the institution that she works at gradually embraced technology in order to more effectively
manage records, even giving the names and brands of particular pieces of technology and discussing how
her institution used them, and whether she found them effective tools or not. In contrast, Sinn’s essay is
very much a snapshot of the present, relating how the No Gun Ri has formed its own community
archive—interestingly, in defiance of current recommendations for how archivists should be enabling
communities to create their records.
Additional, thought-provoking encounters with communities are explored in Theme Four. Alcala relates
how videographers documenting fiesta’s in el rancho act as primary sources of the city’s documentary
history, shaping it by accepting requests from their subjects that are meant to ensure the communications
are optimized for sharing with diasporic members. Sutherland details how the inability of slaves to own
property prior to the civil war has continued reverberations today, often resulting in African American
families losing land that they have lived on for over a century. Bastian’s contribution to Theme Four in
some ways explains the significance of Alcala and Sutherland’s case studies in more detail. Bastian
discusses on the relationship between memory and archives and the way that memory is collectively, not
individually determined, in the archive since “one of the tasks of archivists is to turn cultural memory into
national narrative.” She concludes, much in the same vein as MacNeil and Gilliland and Carbone, that
memory is both “process and product” of processing activities.
The final essay in the collection—written by O’Toole, who co-authored Understanding Archives and
Manuscripts with Richard J. Cox—ties together all the essays that came before it by tracing out a short
biography of Cox’s professional life, punctuated emphatically by the very ideas that the authors of this
essay have been nodding to and sometimes quoting directly from.
If you are already an archivist, you are likely already familiar with the core concepts of this volume.
There is nothing markedly innovative in these essays. But that is kind of the point. The authors wanted
engagement with and elaboration of ideas that Cox had already put out into the ether, and this collection
does an excellent job of accomplishing just that in an accessible way. It grapples with rather advanced
critical ideology sometimes, but the authors do a good job of explaining concepts that might not be
common knowledge to archival professionals, while also recognizing what concepts do not need in depth
explanation for graduate level readers. If you are introducing graduate level students to the archive, or if
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you want to deepen your knowledge and thoughtfully ruminate on the application of Cox’s ideas by other
archivists, this collection is for you.
Jessamyn Swan
Georgia College
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Developing and Maintaining Practical Archives. 3rd edition. By Gregory S. Hunter (Chicago:
ALA Neal-Schuman, 2020. xvi +302 pp.)
Gregory S. Hunter’s Developing and Maintaining Practical Archives, is part of the “A How-ToDo-It Manual” series from the American Library Association. His third edition (the first was
published in 1996 and the second in 2003) provides a revised and updated guide to the theory
and practice of archival work in every area of archival responsibility. The chapters are arranged
by the activities essential for the development and management of an active archives program.
The first chapter provides an overview of archives and manuscripts, including basic definitions, a
brief history archives and manuscript collecting, and a discussion on the differences between
libraries and archives. Chapter 2, “Surveys,” considers planning and implementing surveys to be
the essential activities required in starting any archives. This includes commencing a survey of
records maintained within one’s organization or institution, as well as a survey of individual
record types. Outlined in Chapter 3, “Starting an Archival Program,” are the structural elements,
such as written policies and determining the physical location of your archives, vital for the
establishment of an enduring archival program.
Hunter states that “selection and appraisal are at the heart of archival work” (p. 53) in Chapter 4,
“Selection and Appraisal.” This section reviews how to assess the value of records and the
different practices used for selection and appraisal by archivists in different countries. Chapter 5,
“Acquisitions and Accessioning,” reviews how archives acquire collections, policies and
documentation required, as well as facilitating legal and physical control of archival records.
Chapter 6 concentrates on arrangement. It discusses minimal processing, offers workflow
suggestions, and notes different approaches to arranging a collection. “Description” (Chapter 7)
argues that “without adequate description, even the most historically valuable and best-arranged
collection will remain unused and, hence, worthless from a research perspective” (p. 109). To
facilitate successful archival description, Hunter highlights categories of finding aids, provides
additional More Product Less Process ideas, and reviews descriptive standards, such as Encoded
Archival Description (EAD) and Describing Archives: A Content Standard (DACS).
Chapter 8 discusses preservation. It offers guidance on managing storage space and dealing with
the special challenges posed by rare books, maps, architectural records, artifacts, audiovisual
materials, and digital records. For the latter, this chapter provides a helpful "Ten-Step Approach
for Managing Digital Archives" with limited budgets that encourages partnering with others in
your organization.
Chapter 9, on security and disaster planning, offers prevention checklists for water and fire
disasters. Chapter 10, “Access, Reference, Outreach, and Advocacy” considers the “dual archival
responsibility—preservation and access —” that we must balance in our active archival
programs. He goes over copyright, privacy, and archival ethics, as well as policy and procedures
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related to reference work. For outreach, Hunter promotes a proactive public relations program
that goes beyond exhibits and programming. He urges archival administrators to advocate for
their program, use Web 2.0 tools, and teach with primary sources.
The last two chapters focus on leadership, management, and the archival profession. Of note,
Hunter includes an overview in Chapter 12 of the “Core Value of Archivists” and the “Code of
Ethics for Archivists” from 2012. But readers should know that this code was revised after this
edition was published in August 2020.
This updated edition offers more than the first and second. It adds a discussion on community
archives, diversity, and inclusion. It also focuses more strongly on digital records. Instead of
relegating digital records to a standalone chapter, it discusses how those records fit into the basic
functions of archival practice throughout the book. It does the same thing with audiovisual
materials.
Like the prior editions, this edition provides a good introduction to the basics of archival history,
theory, and practice. It pairs nicely with more in-depth publications that expand on the themes
Hunter identifies in each chapter. Written in a conversational tone that even includes archival
humor, Developing and Maintaining Practical Archives is a clear, comprehensive, and useful
reference source. Although the target audience for this manual are early career archivists or those
new to the profession, this resource should be on the shelves of every practical archives.
Pam Hackbart-Dean, CA
University of Illinois Chicago
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The Anarchivist: History, Memory, and Archives. By Geof Huth (New York: AC Books, 2020.
145 pp.).
Combining prose poetry, memoir, photography, and reflective statements on archival theory
and practice, The Anarchivist defies easy categorization but will teach and delight archival
insiders. Geof Huth engages with contemporary archival issues, offers a view into his own
experience and philosophy, and reveals his craftsmanship as a creative writer and visual artist.
This compact, mostly glossy volume is built on nineteen vignettes featuring stylized archival
photography which contributes meaningfully to Huth’s writing. It is tempting to imagine
using The Anarchivist as a seminar textbook, but in effect it is an art book, a somewhat
decadent statement on practice, an homage to the concept of record, and a necessary refutation
of the notion that archivists are historians cloaked a little differently.
The themes Huth explores in his chapters include custodial considerations; preservation and
conservation; the distinction between evidence, objects, and records; and the politics of
historical memory and its poignant and sometimes worrying silences. Huth’s career with the
New York State Unified Court System is also a subject of the book, as the visual and literary
content primarily examines materials held within the New York County Clerk’s Division of Old
Records, an affiliated unit (5).
The photographic content of The Anachivist exhibits similar variety to the chapter
discussions themselves and is thematic. Perhaps the best way to consider the images is in
light of Huth’s chapter “Stuff and Non-Stuff,” which explores the notion that according to
context, purpose, and application “Almost anything . . . can be a record [or] . . . certainly
could be records,” including “recordlike stuff or non-stuff . . . marginalia . . . found objects . .
. poems . . . paint” (44-5). So images of gloves and glove designs by Valerie Fuchs,
examples of period handwriting, forms and styles of binding together documents, the
processes of document degradation, even accumulations of dust come under Huth’s lens and
are brought to the reader for consideration as stuff and non-stuff, record or not record.
Despite his explanation of the book’s title in the Author’s Note, it is difficult not to wonder why
Huth positions himself as an “Anarchivist” when in fact most of his views are by now
mainstream across the humanities and social sciences and in information science. In fact, this
book essentially summarizes the state of the profession after the several decades long,
multifaceted paradigm shift which has transformed all affiliated disciplines throughout the
world of galleries, museums, libraries, and archives.
The chapters of The Anarchivist all begin with an epigraph quotation from an influential
thinker in archival and cultural studies—bell hooks, Arlette Farge, and Tom Nesmith to name
a few—such that Huth reveals some of his major influences and traces of the path of inquiry
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which has resulted in the book at hand and which have been collected in the Twitter feed of the
podcast An Archivist’s Tale (5).
Sometimes a slim volume nicely distilled proves more instructive and compelling than a more
extensive study, and The Anarchivist is such a book. The individual vignettes are superbly
instructive toward particular ends and each explores its subject in a unique mood, ranging from
the amusing exploration of the stuffed remains of Jumbo the Elephant in “An Archivist’s Tail:
Archives as Symbol” to the grim but necessary discussion of near-silenced records of crime
and punishment—the punishments seeming largely to be the crimes—in association with the
Slave Revolt of 1712 and “The Provision and Omission of Justice in Early New York.”
In his overall method, Huth emerges as an artchivist actively reimagining establishment
values, more than as any sort of anarchist, archival or otherwise. Where this book—and
Huth—really seem to break the rules and defy convention is in the sense of being equally
comfortable, proficient, and philosophical discussing and doing both art and archives almost as
a single expressive form. In this sense Huth’s work is a radical departure from the usual fare in
the literature of archival theory and practice: this book is indeed a unique, challenging, and
worthwhile reading experience and thought experiment.
The Anarchivist is a complex literary artifact, theoreticaly refined, visually engaging, a little
whimsical, and a record of Geof Huth’s sublime way of seeing things.
Greg McNamara
Fortson Public Library, Hampton, GA
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS
David B. Gracy II Award
A $350 prize is presented annually to the author of the best
article in Provenance judged by the Editorial Board. Named for
David B. Gracy II, founder and first editor of Georgia Archive, now
Provenance, the award began in 1990 with volume VIII. The 2017
award went to Justin Kovar, “From Basement Storage to Online
Access: Processing and Digitizing the Mathematical Association of
America General Mathematics Film Production Elements.”
For past winners visit:
http://www.soga.org/publications/provenance/gracyaward.

Editorial Policy
Members of the Society of Georgia Archivists and others
with professional interest in the aims of the society are invited to
submit manuscripts for consideration to Provenance. Manuscripts
and related correspondence should be addressed to Editor Michael Law
(provenance@soga.org). Review materials and related
correspondence should be sent to Reviews Editor Brandon Wason
(bwason@emory.edu).
The Editorial Board evaluates
submitted manuscripts in terms of appropriateness, scholarly worth,
and clarity of writing. Contributors should not submit manuscripts
simultaneously for publication in any other journal. Only
manuscripts that have not been previously published will be
accepted, and authors must agree not to publish elsewhere, without
explicit written permission, a paper submitted to and accepted by
Provenance. Authors will receive one complimentary copy of
Provenance plus a PDF version of their article. For additional
information visit: http://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/provenance/.

Information for Contributors
Letters to the editor that include pertinent and constructive
comments or criticisms of articles or reviews recently published by
Provenance are welcome. Ordinarily, such letters should not exceed
300 words. Manuscripts should be submitted as Word documents.
Text, references, and footnotes should conform to copyright
regulations and to accepted scholarly standards. Provenance uses The
Chicago Manual of Style 16th edition as its style standard. Use of
terms which have special meaning for archivists, manuscript
curators, and records managers should conform to the definitions in
Richard Pearce-Moses, ed., A Glossary of Archival and Records
Terminology accessible at http://www.archivists.org/glossary/.
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For additional information visit:
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